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                                    Concrete Repairs
                
                

                                       
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Dunlop Ardit Crack Filler                        

                        
                            A high strength crack filler to repair spalls and cracks in concrete instantly.                        

                        

                    

                                       
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Dunlop Floor Repairer Rapid Patch                        

                        
                            A fast setting patching mortar for repairing cracks and holes in concrete. Excellent for creating ramps.                        

                        

                    

                                       
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Dunlop Ardit Rapidset Repair Mortar                        

                        
                            Ardit Rapidset Repair Mortar is an extreme, rapid hardening construction mortar which is trafficable after just 45 minutes and ready…                        

                        

                    

                                       
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Dunlop Builder's Bond                        

                        
                            A high strength multipurpose, rapid cure epoxy bonding and repair system; bonding almost any material together.                        
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                            Dunlop Roof, Gutter & Pond Repair                        

                        
                            A high performance and flexible silane modified adhesive and sealant for sealing and repairing joints and cracks.                        
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                            Dunlop Render Joint & Patch                        

                        
                            A high performance joint and patch compound for rendering projects.                        

                        

                    

                                    

                

                


                                                            
                                    Construction Grout
                
                

                                       
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Dunlop Construction Grout                        

                        
                            A high strength construction grout that can be mixed to a paste-like or flowable mix, suitable for a wide range…                        

                        

                    

                                       
                    
                        
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Dunlop General Purpose Construction Grout                        

                        
                            Dunlop General Purpose Construction Grout is an economical, high-strength construction grout that can be mixed to a non-slump or pourable…                        
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                ARDEX Australia Pty Ltd

20 Powers Road, Seven Hills, NSW 2147

Ph: 1300 788 780

Fax: 1300 780 102

            

            
                Australian form for products

Name*

First




Last








Email address*




Phone Number*




State*
Please select
ACT
NSW
NT
VIC
QLD
SA
TAS
WA
New Zealand





Postcode*




How can we help you?*




Please type the characters*




This helps us prevent spam, thank you.



Send





This field should be left blank







            

        

    

    
        
            
                ARDEX New Zealand Ltd

15 Alfred Street, Onehunga, Auckland, 1061

Ph: (03) 373 6900

 

Technical Support

Australia: 1800 222 841

New Zealand: 0800 224 070

            

            
                New Zealand Form for products

Name*

First




Last








Email address*




Phone Number*




State*
Please select
ACT
NSW
NT
VIC
QLD
SA
TAS
WA
New Zealand





Postcode*




How can we help you?*




Please type the characters*




This helps us prevent spam, thank you.



Send





This field should be left blank
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			Helpful Links

				Store Locator
	Project Centre
	Choose the Right Tile Adhesive
	Grout Colour Selector
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			Contact Dunlop

			
			Contact Us

			Dunlop Toll Free Hotline

			
			    Australia

			    1800 222 841

			

			Follow us on

			
			
														
																
																		
																
			
					  
			
														
																
																		
																
			
					  
			
														
																
																		
																
			
			
					
														
			

		    
		    
			Download Our App

			Download our Dunlop mobile app.

			
			    
				
			    
			

			
			    
				
			    
			


			
																			
																
											
																												
																
																							 																	
																																																													
																								
									

					
														
																
											
																												
																
																							 																	
																																																													
																								
									

					
																

		    
		

	    

	

	
	


    

        
                    
                
                
                        
                            Dunlop Tilers Rubber Modified

                            
                        

                        	Choose area to be tiledWalls (6mm trowel)
Floors (10mm trowel)



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Tilers Mastic Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Choose area to be tiledWall in m²
Floor in m²



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Grout Paint

                            
                        

                        	Tile length in mm

	Tile width in mm

	Joint width in mm

	Area to be painted in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ardit Feather Finish

                            
                        

                        	Enter area to be smoothed (m2):
(type in the square metreage number only)

	Application thickness (mm):

	Bag size:3.5kg bag
8kg bag



	Usage:Select Usage
Over Concrete
Over Sheet Timber



	Usage in kg:

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Vinyl Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Trade Resaflex Rapidset

                            
                        

                        	Size of trowel to be usedWalls (6mm trowel)
Floors (10mm trowel)



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Butynol Waterproofing Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Artificial Grass Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Carpet Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Select how you will apply the adhesive:1.6mm V-notch trowel
Short Nap Roller



	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Carpet & Cork Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Select surface typeSmooth backed carpet or cork tiles 2.4mm V-notch
Textured backed carpet tiles 3.2mm V-notch



	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Floor Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Floor area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Wall Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Wall area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Floorfix Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Size of Tile to be laidUp to 250 x 250mm
250 x 250mm and over



	Floor area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Wallfix Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Wall area to be tiled in m2

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Premixed Mastic Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Wall & Floor Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Size of Tile to be laidUp to 250 x 250mm (6-8mm trowel)
250 x 250mm and over (10-12mm trowel)



	Floor area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Premixed Resaflex

                            
                        

                        	Size of Tile to be laidUp to 150 x 150mm (4-5mm trowel)
150 x 150mm to 250 x 250mm (6-8mm trowel)
250 x 250mm and over (10-12mm trowel)



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Trade Resaflex

                            
                        

                        	Choose area to be tiledWalls (6mm trowel)
Floors (10mm trowel)



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Super Tileset

                            
                        

                        	Size of trowel to be used6mm
10mm



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Multipurpose Mastic Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Choose area to be tiledWall in m²
Floor in m²



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Universal Tile Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Choose area to be tiledWalls (6mm trowel)
Floors (10mm trowel)



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Construction Grout

                            
                        

                        	Select the desired consistencyNon-slump consistency
Flowable consistency



	Area to be filled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for depth thicknesses:
The Dunlop Construction Grout can be used to achieve an application thickness of between 5mm to 100mm.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Coloured Silicone

                            
                        

                        	Please select a bead width1mm
2mm
3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
7mm
8mm
9mm
10mm
11mm
12mm



	Surface to be covered in linear metres

					How to measure linear metres::
Measure the length of the surface in metres.

				


	You will need
cartridges

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ready-to-Go Tile-it

                            
                        

                        	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
gms

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Tile-All

                            
                        

                        	Size of Tile to be laidUp to 250 x 250mm (6-8mm trowel size)
250 x 250mm and over (10-12mm	trowel size)



	Area to be tiled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Tile-All Plus

                            
                        

                        	Please select a bead width1mm
2mm
3mm
4mm
5mm
6mm
7mm
8mm
9mm
10mm
11mm
12mm



	Surface to be covered in linear metres

					How to measure linear metres::
Measure the length of the surface in metres.

				


	You will need
cartridges

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ready-to-Go Vinyl Adhesive

                            
                        

                        	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
gms

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Floor Repairer Rapid Patch

                            
                        

                        	Area to be patched/ramped in m2

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Floor Repairer Rapid Patch can be used to patch from feather edge, 0mm to any thickness. Ideal for ramping from a feather edge to normal screed thicknesses - 15mm to 30mm.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ardit Rapidset Repair Mortar

                            
                        

                        	Area to be patched/ramped in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Rapidset Repair Mortar can be used to patch from feather edge to any thickness.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Timber Floor Leveller

                            
                        

                        	Area to be levelled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Timber Floor Leveller can level from 0-12mm without the addition of aggregate and 12-30mm with the addition of 2-5mm aggregate.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ardit Floor Leveller

                            
                        

                        	Area to be levelled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Ardit Floor Leveller can level from 0-10mm without the addition of aggregate and 10-50mm with the addition of 2-5mm aggregate.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Multipurpose Floor Leveller

                            
                        

                        	Area to be levelled in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Multipurpose Floor Leveller can level from 0-10mm without the addition of aggregate and 10-25mm with the addition of 2-5mm aggregate.

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Multipurpose Primer

                            
                        

                        	Area to be primed in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ultra-White Grout

                            
                        

                        	Tile length in mm
mm

	Tile width in mm
mm

	Joint depth in mm
mm

	Joint width in mm
mm

	Area to be grouted in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Grout/m2 (no wastage allowed) kg/m²

	Grout/m2 (with 15% wastage) kg/m²

	You will need with 15% wastage
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Wide Joint Grout

                            
                        

                        	Tile length in mm
mm

	Tile width in mm
mm

	Joint depth in mm
mm

	Joint width in mm
mm

	Area to be grouted in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Grout/m2 (no wastage allowed) kg/m2

	Grout/m2 (with 15% wastage) kg/m2

	You will need with 15% wastage
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ready-to-Go Coloured Grout

                            
                        

                        	Tile length in mm
mm

	Tile width in mm
mm

	Joint depth in mm
mm

	Joint width in mm
mm

	Area to be grouted in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Grout/m2 (no wastage allowed) kg/m²

	Grout/m2 (with 15% wastage) kg/m²

	You will need with 15% wastage
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Flexible Coloured Grout

                            
                        

                        	Tile length in mm
mm

	Tile width in mm
mm

	Joint depth in mm
mm

	Joint width in mm
mm

	Area to be grouted in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Grout/m² (no wastage allowed) kg/m²

	Grout/m² (with 15% wastage) kg/m²

	You will need with 15% wastage
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Express Wet Area Waterproofing

                            
                        

                        	Installation Type*Standard
Rapid



	Choose area to be waterproofedWall in m²
Floor in m²



	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need (Standard Installation)
Ls

	You will need (Rapid Installation)
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Damp-Proof Waterproofing

                            
                        

                        	What level of damp-proofing is required?Select an Option
Areas of efflorescence and/or damp surfaces (1 coat)
Areas of hydrostatic pressure (2 coats)



	Area to be waterproofed in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Undertile Waterproofing

                            
                        

                        	Choose area to be waterproofedWall in m²
Floor in m²



	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Multipurpose Acrylic Render

                            
                        

                        	Area to be rendered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Multipurpose Acrylic Render can be used to achieve an application thickness of between 2-10mm

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Grout Sealer

                            
                        

                        	Tile length in mm

	Tile width in mm

	Joint width in mm

	Area to be sealed in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Natural Look Sealer

                            
                        

                        	Area to be covered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Multipurpose Fine Coat Render

                            
                        

                        	Area to be rendered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Multipurpose Fine Coat Render can be used to achieve an application thickness of between 2-5mm

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Polish Prep

                            
                        

                        	Floor area to be prepared in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Perfect Polish

                            
                        

                        	Floor area to be polished in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Ready-to-Go Render

                            
                        

                        	Area to be rendered in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	Application thickness (mm)

					Guide for thickness:
The Dunlop Ready-to-Go Render can be used to achieve an application thickness of between 1-5mm

				


	You will need
kgs

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Tile Pointing

                            
                        

                        	Area to be covered in linear metres

					How to calculate in linear metres:
Measure the length of the surface in metres.

				


	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

                
                        
                            Dunlop Primer & Additive

                            
                        

                        	Select what you will be priming*Select an Option
Pre-waterproofing, tiling and timber floor (undiluted)
Wall board (diluted)



	Area to be primed in m²

					How to Calculate in m2:
Measure the width and the length in metres and multiply the width and the length together.

				


	You will need
Ls

	You will need
Ls

	Disclaimer: Coverage will vary according to method of application, surface or substrate condition and on site conditions, the above is designed as a guide.
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